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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We’ve been experimenting with a stochastic convection scheme in ICON  for the past few years now, and I would like to report on our experiences to date. Since I already presented on the scheme in the context of ensemble forecasting during the model uncertaintly workshop in May, I will say only a few words on this aspect at the end of the presentation and focus mainly on the use in deterministic forecasting here today. 



A km-scale grid box is too small to contain 
a representative shallow cloud ensemble
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 The resolved atmospheric state no longer predicts a unique (deterministic) convective
state – there are many possible realisations!

M: mass flux of the ensemble mi: mass flux of an individual cloud

Graphic: M. Sakradzija

 The stochastic convection scheme adresses this particular limitation of conventional 
convection parameterizations

mass flux of individual clouds

M: average of the 
cloud ensemble

M mi
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scale-adaptive!

20 km 1 km

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The particular shallow convection scheme I will talk about today was developed mainly by Mirjana Sakradzija, losely based on the ideas of a stochastic scheme for deep convection by Plant and Craig. In both of these approaches the main shortcoming that the stochastic element of the scheme wants to address is that we will never predict individual clouds in a deterministic fashion, but we may predict the overall convective activity of a cloud ensemble. The implied assumption here is that on some larger scale, the overall convective potential for the region (smooth) should be predictable, but the exact location and intensity of individual clouds is random. This is particularly relevant in the convective grayzone, as only few clouds populate an individual grid box, and hence the convective activity between neighbouring grid boxes with similar large-scale forcing can differ significantly.The approach of the scheme is to “zoom out” to a coarse enough scale where we assume that we can predict the convective activity accurately with a typical mass flux parameterization, construct a distribution of mass fluxes that individual clouds may have, and then populate each grid box with randomly drawn cloud from that distribution.In terms of implementing this idea in the model, it means averaging over some neighbourhood surrounding the grid point first to calculate a mass flux representative of the entire cloud ensemble.
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large-scale MF stochastically perturbed MF

smooth random
T. Selz

 What is an appropriate size for the cloud ensemble to be
represented?
 Closure assumptions should be met (updraught fraction small, 

quasi-equilibrium of subcloud moist static energy)
 Greyzone perspective:

 What scales are explicitly resolved? Scales below 
parameterised

Example: Southern Ocean, deep convection

ca. 18km
dx=2.2km
8dx 

P. Zschenderlein

2D kinetic energy (lev 50), 15UTC

 Overall magnitude of mass flux 
conserved – redistributed in space
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The example shown here is for deep convection that a colleague from Munich is working on, but the same principle applied. Shown on the left is the smooth large-scale MF calculated based on the model state averaged over some neighbourhood, and on the right is shown the actual, or realized MF that the model sees after the stochastic perturbations are applied.One feature of this approach is that averaging the realized MF over the larger neighbourhood again, we converge back to the original first guess, so we are merely re-distributing mass flux, but not changing the overall convective activity that is parameterized.Some relevant questions are then: what the appropriate size of the neighbourhood is that we should average over? From the convection parameterization perspective, this should be a scale where our closure assumptions apply, e.g. that the updraught fraction is small, and in case of the shallow closure used in T-B scheme, that there is a quasi-equilibrium state of shallow convection.Another perspective, more from the grayzone point of view, would be to ask what scales can be explicitly resolved by the model, and which ones must be parameterised. Shown here on the right are power spectra of 2D-kinetic energy (lev 50). From a colleague of mine, showing that at 2km resolution, motions on the order of 16km appear to be fully resolved.



“Marrying” the stochastic scheme to 
Tiedtke-Bechtold convection param. 

 Challenging:

Test parcel ascent determines 
whether grid point is 
convective before stochastic 
scheme is called

Shallow/deep convection not 
clearly separated

Closure is directly coupled to 
dynamics
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 Easy advantages:

Mass flux scheme

TB scheme calculates first guess 
MF, then scales fluxes and 
tendencies to final MF -> allows 
implementation with just one 
call to convection

Fast! Convection scheme 30% 
slower with stochastic scheme 
added (3.3 vs 3% of ICON D2 
runtime)
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Now that I’ve talked a bit about the concept behind the scheme, how to implement it in the context of ICON an the T-B convection parameterization.One prerequisite for Mirjana’s approach is that the scheme is a mass flux scheme.  Another advantage of the scheme is that it already does a first-guess MF calculation first, followed by the full closure, and tendencies from the first guess are scaled at the end to match the final MF calculations. We can hijack this setup for the initial large-scale MF calculation required, and simply tuck in the perturbation calculations in the middle, no need for two calls to the scheme. This means the scheme is actually very fast. Using a version of the scheme with SDE, it’s only 30% more expensive than the standard scheme, which in ICON means about 3.3% instead of 3% of total runtime over D2.However, there are also some challenges. The scheme first does a test parcel ascent to ascertain whether the grid point is convectively unstable. If it is stable, convection doesn’t run. This decision is made before any of the stochastic calculations. The scheme also always calculates both shallow and deep convectio at the same time, and only decides at the end of the calculations whether the grid point contains shallow or deep convection, based on cloud depth. And the shallow closure is linked direction to dynamics.



 Binary decision on both „ends“ of the (parameterised) convective activity:

 convection trigger (on/off) decides whether grid point is convective

 „rdepths“ (cloud thickness) decides whether cloud is shallow (on) or deep (off)

 The scheme can only perturb active grid points – not possible to make „non-convective“ grid 
points active in a different realisation
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Relationship trouble!

large-scale MF in ICON

not smooth!
Time, diurnal cycle over land

m
as

s 
flu

x

test parcel no longer triggers

X
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Unfortunately, these challenges lead to some relationship troubles.Both the test parcel at the beginning, and the decision on shallow/deep convection at the end are essentially binary switches for the parameterization. Since all the stochastic calculations are only performed where the convection scheme is active, the stable points are not considered at all. In case of the shallow/deep decision, a point that got a large MF perturbation may end up with a deeper cloud and be switched off afterwards. In other words, the scheme, even without applying stochastic perturbtations is already quite noisy.This also means that the overall MF is no longer conserved.This is also true in time. Clouds can distribute their MF over several time steps, but this MF is only realized when the grid point is active. If the test parcel does not trigger, we may still have MF left from clouds generated at the previous time step, but this is not used. Typical example: continental shallow Cu at the end of the afternoon. Decaying clouds chopped off.



Grayzone problems
Example: Convective rolls

Moist static energy closure: MSE 
convergence in subcloud layer 
balanced by mass flux transport 
through cloud base (equilibrium 
assumption)
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X
Is this interaction “correct”? 
Often, not on the correct spatial 
scale, but on whatever scale the 
model can resolve

• Apply averaging over 8dx -> 
no rolls

• Lots of structure in low 
clouds – TB scheme does a 
good job

• Problematic for boundaries 
(coast, land use)

When there is a mass 
divergence in the subcloud
layer, the horizontal m.s.e. 
divergence must be more 
than cancelled by the surface 
fluxes
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One way of phrasing the convective grayzone challenge is how to figure out what part of the transport (be it horizontal or vertical) is resolved by dynamics on the grid, and what part is subgrid-scale and should be parameterised.TB scheme has “built-in” interaction with dynamics on the grid scale via closure assumptionOften, scale of these interactions not correct – observed rolls at one scale, model circulation at 2dx or similar (whatever the smallest scale is that the model can resolve) -> not realistic!One option: by averaging over “resolved” scales, interaction via closure is suppressed for these smaller scales, only random convection left.OTOH, lots of structure in low clouds, TB scheme does overall a really good job. Artificially reducing the model resolution the parameterization sees – problematic also for boundaries, e.g. coastal circulations etc.



Improved convection/dynamics 
interaction in Tropical Atlantic

7Sakradzija et al. 2020, MWR

• Single-day simulation of tropical Atlantic
• Comparing:

• SEVIRI/TRMM obs
• operational ICON
• no shallow parameterization
• stochastic shallow convection

Improved low-cloud 
occurrence – also seen in 
EUREC4A simulations for 
North Atlantic (improved 
SW)
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Nevertheless, even addressing only part of the problem, the scheme does improve the convection dynamics interaction.Show here are results from a study lead by Mirjana Sakradzija looking at a short 2km resolution simulation over the topical and subtropical Atlantic basin. She evaluated, amongst other things, the cloud fractions of various cloud types derived from satellite observations and the zonal precipitation. Experiments included the operational convection settings, switching off shallow convection entirely and using the stochastic shallow scheme. It is clear that the stoch scheme improves the low cloud cover of the marine boundary layer clouds. This is also something I saw for simulations for the EUREC4A campaign in the north subtropical Atlantic (not shown).



(Synthetic) Reflectance

8ECMWF Workshop on Model Uncertainty 2022-5-9



The ITCZ in the Tropical Atlantic
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Improved location and 
width of the ITCZ

No remote effects,
local invigoration of vertical 
velocity by parameterized 
shallow convection is 
required!

Sakradzija et al. 2020, MWR

Zonally averaged precipitation
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But maybe more interesting and relevant is that the scheme improves the location and width of the ITCZ when looking at the zonal precipitation. Here, an interesting question was whether this is due to local or remote interactions, and it turns out the local interactions are needed for the ITCZ to shift to a more realistic location. The stoch scheme invigorates resolved vertical motion over a broader region.The subgrid convection becomes less intermittent, but resolved updrafts spatially more spread out/intermittent. This interaction is enable by several aspects of the stochastic scheme: the MF limiter can be removed, allowing higher MF values. However, in the standard scheme, this leads to on/off behavior or even instability. Because the MF closure in the stochastic scheme is applied over a larger area, the MF values are generally more moderate to start with. Then, the perturbed high values are applied only very localized (model doesn’t become unstable), and have some memory/persistence. I recommend the paper.



Liquid Water Path
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organisation more along narrow lines

organisation more as arcs/clusters



What aspect of the scheme does this?

 By first averaging of a neighbourhood, first-
guess MF tends to have lower values

 MF limiter no longer needed at tuning knob

 Fewer points with more intense convection, 
randomly distributed in space, but with a 
certain persistence (memory)

 Not sufficient to remove MF limiter without
stochastic scheme!
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default
stoch

default
stoch

MF limiter

Sakradzija et al. 2020, MWR ECMWF Annual Seminar 2022-09-16

linear

log-log

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Using the stochastic scheme does several things to the MF in the model:By averaging first over a neighbourhood, extremes are smoothed out and the first-guess MF tends to be lower. This is before perturbations are added. Currently in ICON, the MF limiter is used as a tuning know, meaning that there is a spike for moderately high values – unphysical. This is not needed with the stochastic scheme. Instead, few grid points with higher MFs. Also, less on/off switching of points.BTW, it is not sufficient to merely remove the MF limiter. The spatial redistribution via the stoch scheme and temporal persistence matter.



Performance in ICON D2

 Improved low cloud cover and associated SW radiation

 Impacts resolved precipitation (timing, not so much intensity)

 Impacts T/q profiles

 Difficult to show clear improvement in current verification system against SYNOP, 
TEMP, AIREP

 SINFONY project may deliver tools (neighbourhood or object-based verification
methods focussing on precip and/or reflectivity) 
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In ICON D2 we can also see improvements in the low cloud cover and associated SW radiation, but overall it is difficult to show clear improvements in our routine verification vs. SYOP, TEMP and AIREP. The choice of shallow Cu scheme impact particularly the timing of resolved convection and precip quite sensitively, and of course we also see some changes in the profiles due to changed transport, but D2 is a well-tuned machine and impact is overall fairly neutral on those things measured by verification.Maybe new tools developed as part of SINFONY will be able to measure improved realism better.May also be that D2 region is an area where assumptions are particularly poorly met (equilibrium, too many gradients) and stoch scheme really does provide less benefit.



Stochastic scheme solves ONE aspect of 
the grayzone problem

 Population of clouds in individual grid boxes are not deterministic

 Scale-adaptive

 Tapers convective activity for high resolution (partially for the wrong reasons)

 Stochastic scheme does not offer a complete solution to the questions how convection 
should interact with the resolved flow in the grayzone - > it inherits assumptions made 
in closure, momentum transport

 Imperfect implementation: breaks MF “conservation”, neighbourhood averaging, 
closure
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This may all sound a bit doom and gloom, but that is because I’ve been focusing on the nitty gritty details that are still causing some trouble.Looking at the bigger picture, the stochastic scheme does solve the one aspect of the grayzone problem that it has been designed for: that clouds in individual grid boxes are not deterministic features. The scheme is scale adaptive. Not only do the stochastic perturbations to the mass flux automatically increase/adapt with resolution, but it also manages to taper off the parameterised convective activity at higher resolution, though I think that is partly for the wrong reasons, as discussed about not conserving the large-scale MFBut I think the scheme does not really offer a solution to the question how convection should interact with the resolved flow in the grayzone as it inherits all the assumptions made in the scheme otherwise, both the closure and the treatment of momentum transport



How does the stochastic scheme impact spread in 
ensemble forecasting (D2)?

 All ensemble members have same overall convective activity, at least to start

 Shallow convection is localized in space and time – physical process with relatively low 
impact overall

 Impact is situation-dependent – strongly or weakly forced?

 What sets spatial/temporal scales of perturbations?

Spatial smooth “envelope” from first-guess MF -> same for all members

Temporal persistence of perturbations on the order of ~1hour -> imperfectly 
implemented

 So far: small increase in precip spread on top of default parameter perturbations
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